654	FOREIGN JUDGMENTS
might be minded to make an objection of any sort against the right
sought to be established, and if any one in the world has a right to be
heard on the strength of alleging facts which, if true, show an incon-
sistent interest, the proceeding is in rem. All proceedings, like all rights,
are really against persons. Whether they are proceedings or rights in
rem depends on the number of persons affected. Hence the res need not
be personified and made a party defendant, as happens with the ship in
the Admiralty. It need not even be a tangible thing at all, as sufficiently
appears by the case of the probate of wills. Personification and naming
the res as defendant are mere symbols, not the essential matter/1
Extra-     A foreign judgment which purports to operate in rem will
territorial not a^ract extra-territorial recognition unless it has been given
recognition	.	•         11	•       i •	t       i  ^
of judg- by a court internationally competent m this respect. In the eyes
meats Q£ English law, the adjudicating court must have jurisdiction
in rem	,    O      .	'	,.•'..	,.,  °	t1        r r   i       •     *
to give a judgment binding all persons generally. If the judg-
ment relates to immovables, it is clear that only the court of
judgments the situs is competent.2 In the case of movables, however, the
"movables questi°n °f competence is not so simple, since there would
appear to be at least three classes of judgments in
(a] Judgments which immediately vest the property in a certain person
as against the whole world.
These occur, for instance, where a foreign court of Admiralty
condemns a vessel in prize proceedings.
(t) Judgments which decree the sale of a thing in satisfaction of a claim
against the thing itself.
A judgment which orders a chattel to be sold is a judgment in
rem if the object of the sale is to afford a remedy, not by execu-
tion against the general estate of the defendant, but by appro-
priating the chattel in satisfaction of the plaintiff's claim. Such
a judgment is not the same as the sentence of an Admiralty
court in a prize case which immediately vests the property in
the claimant, but it is analogous thereto if the money demand
of the plaintiff in respect of which it is given is a demand against
the chattel and not against the owner personally.4 In all cases,
therefore, the nature of a foreign judgment that has ordered
the sale of some chattel must be determined by ascertaining
whether according to the foreign law the original action was a
1 Ty/trv. Judges of the Court of Registration (1900), 175 Mass, 71; Scale's
Cases on the Conflict of Laws (ist ed.), i. 317, 320.
* In re Trepca Mines Ltd., [1960] i W.L.R. 1273, 1277.
3 Westlake, s. 149.
« Imric v. Castrfyue (1860), 8 C.B. (N.S.) 405, 411-12, Cockburn CJ.

